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Measurements

Colors

Collection: Ribbed, asymmetrical and iconic, the BABYLON planters, garden vases and side tables of give the appea-
rance of hand-crafted one-offs, but their forms are in fact the product of complex algorithms, advanced roto-molding 
technique and years of research and development. Designed by duo Harry & Camila, BABYLON complements all 
DEDON collections.

Side table: Made of Monolite Ipergres®, a frost-proof, non-absorbent ceramic material with excellent resistance to 
scratches and abrasion.
Frame: Item is made of Monolite Ipergres®, frost-proof ceramic material with excellent resistance to scratches, abrasion 
and indirect tensile stress due to impact.
Characteristics: Innovative, iconic, ribbed, asymmetrical, sophisticated
Frame maintenance: Clean with a soft cloth and warm water.
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BABYLON
Stool/side table ceramic

Design by Harry-Paul | Item code: 053089 | Weight 17 kg/38 lbs | Volume 0,09 m³/3 cu ft
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Measurements

Fiber Standard

Collection: Characterized by ribbed, asymmetrical, seemingly collapsing forms, the BABYLON design can give the 
impression of being hand-crafted one-offs. In fact, they’re the product of complex algorithms and advanced roto-molding 
technique. Now available in polyethylene as a stool/side table incl. and excl. LED modules.

Stool / side table PE: Characterized by the innovative asymmetric design language of the BABYLON collection, this 
sturdy stool/side table is made of roto-molded polyethylene.
Frame: BABYLON PE consists of roto-molded polyethylene.
Frame maintenance: Clean with a soft cloth and warm water.

BABYLON
Stool / side table PE

Design by Harry-Paul | Item code: 053111000 | Weight 5 kg/12 lbs | Volume 0,12 m³/5 cu ft

Polyethylene
off white
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Measurements

Fiber standard

Collection: Characterized by ribbed, asymmetrical, seemingly collapsing forms, the BABYLON design can give the 
impression of being hand-crafted one-offs. In fact, they’re the product of complex algorithms and advanced roto-molding 
technique. Now available in polyethylene as a stool/side table incl. and excl. LED modules.

Stool / side table PE incl. light: Characterized by the innovative asymmetric design language of the BABYLON 
collection, this sturdy stool/side table is made of roto-molded polyethylene.
Frame: BABYLON PE consists of roto-molded polyethylene.
Frame maintenance: Clean with a soft cloth and warm water.

BABYLON
Stool / side table PE incl. light

Design by Harry-Paul | Item code: 053112000 (230V) / 053114000 (120V) | Weight 5,3 kg/12 lbs | Volume 0,12 m³/5 cu ft

CertificatesEnergy efficiency IP64

Energy efficiency eec A+. These 
luminaires contain built- in LED lamps. 
The lamps cannot be changed in the 
luminaires.

CE, FCC, PSE, SAA, ETL This lighting object is a decorative 
element for outdoor and indoor use and 
features a warm white correlated color 
temperature (2700 Kelvin). It has an in-
gress protection marking for LED Module 
by IP64, which means it is dustproof, 
splash proof and therefore fully suitable 
for outdoor use.
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Measurements

Color

Collection: Ribbed, asymmetrical and iconic, the BABYLON planters, garden vases and side tables of give the appea-
rance of hand-crafted one-offs, but their forms are in fact the product of complex algorithms, advanced roto-molding 
technique and years of research and development. Designed by duo Harry & Camila, BABYLON complements all 
DEDON collections.

Planter L: Made of roto-moulded polyethylene, the meter-ta ll BABYLON planter is lightweight yet strong, easy to main-
tain, perfect for year-round outdoor use and 100-percent recyclable. 
Frame: Item is made of lightweight, weather-resistant, 100-percent-recyclable roto-moulded Polyethylene (PE).
Characteristics: Innovative, iconic, ribbed, asymmetrical, sophisticated, versatile 
Frame maintenance: Clean with a soft cloth and warm water.
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BABYLON
Planter L

Design by Harry-Paul | Item code: 053084 | Weight 30 kg/66 lbs | Volume 0,76 m³/27 cu ft
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DEDON ILLUMINATES THE OUTDOORS

DEDON brings lighting outdoors with three new lighting 
accessory collections, each featuring a fully outdoor-
certified rechargeable LED system. With warm white 
color temperature, an eight-step dimmer and handy 
remote controls, all three collections offer perfect, 
long-lasting ambient lighting hours. And whether it’s 
the sophisticated material mix of Sebastian Herkner’s 
LOON, the alluring figurative character of Stephen 
Burks‘ THE OTHERS (which come with solar panels) 
or the asymmetric sculptural quality of Harry-Paul’s 
BABYLON, each collection reflects DEDON’s passion 
for bringing people together outdoors.

Lighting Technology 

Battery run-time at maximum 
brightness after 9 hours of solar 
charging

Battery run-time at maximum 
brightness after 6 hours of 
charging by power adapter

Remote control

Dimmer

Correlated color temperature

Ingress Protection Marking LED 
Module

Energy efficiency
These luminaires contain built-in 
LED lamps. The lamps cannot be 
changed in the luminaires.

LED

THE OTHERS
Lantern &
hanging lantern

LED module incl. solar panel

up to 8 hours
(Run-time is longer when
lights are dimmed)

up to 10 hours
(Run-time is longer when
lights are dimmed)

yes

8 steps

2700 Kelvin (warm white)

IP64 (dustproof and 
splashproof)

eec A+

LOON
BABYLON

LED module

–

up to 10 hours
(Run-time is longer when
lights are dimmed)

yes

8 steps

2700 Kelvin (warm white)

IP64 (dustproof and 
splashproof)

eec A+

THE OTHERS
TEBU, LIKA, JAMA,  
KAFA, BUKA, TOBO

LED module incl. solar panel

up to 4 hours
(Run-time is longer when
lights are dimmed)

up to 6 hours
(Run-time is longer when
lights are dimmed)

yes

8 steps

2700 Kelvin (warm white)

IP64 (dustproof and 
splashproof)

eec A+

BABYLON
Stool / side table PE incl. light

Design by Harry-Paul




